WHAT IS THE CS60-HC SERIES COMPANION SCANNER?
Ultra-versatile convertible design adapts to any workflow.
The CS60-HC Companion Scanner for Healthcare introduces a groundbreaking design that easily converts between corded
and cordless operation, handheld and hands-free, as your needs change. As a cordless companion scanner paired to a cradle
or mobile device, the CS60-HC is small enough to tuck in a pocket, meets any nurse-carry workflow and offers the latest
mobile technology. As a corded scanner, the CS60-HC offers compact handheld or hands-free scanning. And whether you
purchase a corded or cordless model up front, you can change modes at any time for superior investment protection.

WHY SHOULD YOU BUY THE CS60-HC?

APPLICATIONS
Healthcare

TOP 5 CUSTOMER BENEFITS

1

It’s a smart investment.
Workflows are constantly
evolving. The last thing
you want to do is buy a
scanner today that you
won’t be able to use
tomorrow. But with the
CS60-HC, you don’t
have to worry. Simply
swap the battery and
corded USB converter to
change between corded
and cordless scanning.
This groundbreaking
convertible design
minimizes investment
risk, as it’s easy to meet
tomorrow’s workflows
with your existing
scanners. And with
Zebra’s 50-year legacy
of innovation, you can
count on new features
over the life of your
scanner too.

2

Built for the way
your clinicians work.
With handheld or
hands-free, corded or
cordless scanning, the
CS60-HC adapts to any
workflow at the point-ofcare, pharmacy and lab.
Clinicians can count on
dependable scanning
of barcodes on patient
wristbands, IV bags,
specimen trays and more.
A green LED aimer is safe
for use in the NICU and
other areas where lasers
are not recommended. A
second button can be
programmed to interface
with another host
application for effortless
multi-tasking. And a builtin lamp, vibrate feedback
and night mode are ideal
for point-of-care use.

3

The ultimate in mobility.
The CS60-HC can be
tucked in a scrub pocket
or worn on a lanyard. A
compact and elegantly
crafted presentation
cradle can be mounted
on a cart or in-room
workstation. Use off-theshelf Qi wireless charging
pads to charge the
scanner, while NFC
ensures fool-proof pairing.
You get 13,000 scans on
a single charge — and the
dedicated battery gauge,
versatile charging options
and easy-to-replace
batteries keep scanners
in service around the
clock. And it’s easy to
keep track of your
cordless scanners with
the CS60-HC’s Virtual
Tether and paging button.

4

Protect patient safety
and help prevent the
spread of infection.
When you choose the
CS60-HC, you get a
scanner designed to
deliver long-term
protection against the
spread of bacteria.
Special plastics and
IP65 sealing allow for
safe wipe-downs with
the widest selection of
aggressive disinfectants
used in today’s hospitals.
Sealed buttons, a
crevice-free surface and
contactless charging
help eliminate places
where germs can hide.
And with its durable
design, you can count
on reliable performance
day in and day out.

5

Easy to deploy
and manage.
Zebra DataCapture
DNA provides
powerful features that
no competitive product
can offer — features
that not only make the
CS60-HC the best in
the industry, but also
the easiest to use. For
example, 123Scan and
Scanner Management
Service strip away the
complexity for scanner
deployments of any
size. UDI Scan+ makes
it easy to capture and
enter UDI information
into your application.
Wi-Fi Friendly Mode
eliminates Bluetooth
interference on your
Wi-Fi network. And
much more.

• Positive Patient
Identification (PPID)
• Medication administration
• Inventory management
• Pharmacy
• Electronic Medical Record
(EMR) access
• Specimen collection
• Phlebotomy

ROI
• Minimize investment risk
• Simplify scanner deployments
— one scanner can handle
more data capture workflows
• Improve the quality and
efficiency of patient care
• Increase patient safety
with disinfectant-ready,
healthcare-specific housing
• Lower total cost of ownership
for cordless scanners
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